
ILS Committee Meeting Notes 
November 26, 2019 

10:00 AM at the MAIN Office 
 

In Attendance: Phillip Berg, Corinne Bowen, Walter Clark, Trevor Diamond, Siobhan Koch, Marcia 
Lubansky, Jeanne Mauriello, Donna Nafie, Seth Stephens 
 
Scribe volunteer – Donna Nafie 
 
Circulation – Walter Clark 
• A committee meeting was held on 11/19 at Madison Library. 
• Since it was determined that the Org-School” patron code is currently used for two purposes, 

institutions and ILL check outs, a sub-committee will be formed to establish recommendations on 
how best to establish a distinction between these memberships. 

 
Technical Services – Marcia Lubansky 
• A committee meeting was held on 11/13 at Bernards Library. There was an informative Q&A session 

related to cataloging and requesting bib record updates. There was also a demonstration on 
creating templates for Polaris 2020. Now that Polaris 2020 is available, all were encouraged to 
create their templates. 

 
Cataloging – Jeanne Mauriello 
• An email was sent to the Technical Services committee to clarify guidelines for bib record requests 

and updates. This document will also be posted on the MAIN staff website. 
 
Digitech – Phillip Berg 
• The idea of the roadshow has undergone a metamorphosis into recorded webinars. The first topic 

will be Cloud Library. The webinar will be uploaded to YouTube and a link will be added to the staff 
website. 

• There is a possibility that beginning in 2020, rbDigital will make more (exception Economist & 
Publishers Weekly) of their content available to us at no additional cost. We may then need to use 
shelves to control the overwhelming number of titles. 

 
Systems/UX Librarian’s Report – Trevor Diamond 
• Training will be suspended until February to allow Trevor to focus on the migration. 
 
Old Business 
• Auto-Renew: Feedback was collected from user groups, sales reps, and other libraries. As expected, 

they report a significant drop in fine revenue; however, there is an increase in patron satisfaction 
and circulation statistics. The general consensus is that it can be a good stepping stone to being fine 
free. 

• Standard loan/grace periods and fines: A task force of library directors will develop a survey on 
these topics. 

• Policing adherence to call number standard that affects holds: There will be an attempt to reach 
out to libraries on a case by case basis. 

• 2020 goals: reevaluating default PAC results sort order, mobile app evaluation, PAC discovery 
evaluation, individualized ILS staff logons, acquisitions module, serials module, cataloging request 



system black box, collection evaluation tools research, evaluate vendors with improved online 
library card functionality 

 
New Business 
• The idea of an “Independent Minor” patron code to be used for those under 18 but old enough to 

be using the library with a parent. It was determined that the policy committee will have to review 
the minors ability to consent. 

• The Circulation Committee would like to have the Online Registration window tweaked to move the 
“click for online registration” beneath the actual portion of the screen. This will have to wait until 
after the migration to give Trevor a chance to check the feasibility. 

• There has been a request to investigate the feasibility of “fine free” patrons in the system. Although 
it seems feasible from a system standpoint, there are implications of fines being waived on materials 
owned by other libraries. The topic will be discussed by the policy committee. 

• It was pointed out that there are over 10,000 items owned for more than six months that are still 
holdable only by home library patrons. Although it is understandable that there will be some items 
that perpetually have this setting, it appears that libraries are not always following the policy to 
change items to “holdable by all” after owning them for two months. This topic will be discussed at 
a future directors meeting. 

 
Internal Migration 
• The first data load for Polaris 2020 is complete. Libraries are reporting their review of 

Collection/Shelf Location for their items to Trevor who will make the necessary corrections. The 
second data load is planned for December 15-16. Each load consists of three parts: production is 
copied to 2020, Trevor runs his changes, Innovative runs the migration.  

• The three steps of the load require approximately 24 hours making our expected go live date of 
January 2 appear attainable. 

• After the mid-December load, libraries will be expected to try all functions (circulating and technical 
services). This will include verifying that all permissions are correct. 

• Libraries have been notified that they can create their linking templates in Polaris 2020. 
• During the downtime, the test PAC will continue to be available for staff to perform lookup only 

functions. Item status and patron status information will not be accurate. 
• During the downtime, SIP access will continue to be available to the current Polaris system in order 

to keep digital services (e.g. Cloud Library, Envisionware) available to patrons.  
• Reports will be run on January 1, 2020. 
• An email will be sent in December with the new IP information so libraries can communicate with 

their vendors to change to the new server once the migration is complete.  
 
Next Meeting December 17, 2019 at 10:00 AM in the MAIN office 


